CASE STUDY: COMPRESSION FACILITY DESIGN
AUDIT and OPTIMIZATION

Project at a Glance

Loca on

—

Type

Audit & Op miza on

Ini al Capacity

20 MMSCFD

Final Capacity

30 MMSCFD (+ addiƟonal
capability of 10 MMSCFD)

Overall Savings:

$800,000*
*in lease and operaƟng costs

PROJECT OVERVIEW
One key area o en overlooked by producers is field produc on a er new wells
have brought flush produc on into an exis ng system, an example that happens
repeatedly. Our hypothe cal client is producing 20 MMSCFD and brings in several
new wells that test at an addi onal 4 MMSCFD. The logical thought process is that
now the producer will move 24 MMSCFD, however this rarely happens. In most
cases, the increased produc on will only add 1‐2 MMSCFD. Several reasons
a ribute to this phenomenon, the majority of which are directly ed into the
opera on and design of the exis ng gathering and compression systems.
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ACTION

“GCC has provided valuable
gathering and compressor opera on
modeling, sta on engineering, and
sourced our produc on equipment
and compressors. GCC’s assistance
has substan ally enhanced our
produc on while providing direct
cost savings to our opera ons. ”
‐Aubrey Harper, President, Eastern
Washakie Midstream

An audit of the exis ng low pressure CBM
system, with the incorpora on of hydraulic
modeling of their pipeline and compression
equipment for the planned future produc‐
on, provided the necessary system modifi‐
ca ons to allow for full produc on of the
new capacity. The client was planning to add
6000 Hp of compression to meet the sales
agreement requirements of 30 MMSCFD.
Current sales were only at 27,500 MMSCFD.
The client u lized 6000 Hp of four, 4‐stage
electric drive compressors and 10,000 Hp of
five , 2 and 3‐stage gas drive compressors.

RESULT
GCC provided a mul ‐field gathering and compression audit/white paper. The
tes ng of wells and segments of the gathering system supplied proof that addi‐
onal produc on capability was available. GCC modeled and redesigned the
gathering pipe and reallocated compression and process resources. This allowed
our client to maintain their 30 MMSCFD CBM produc on, have the unrestricted
capability for an addi onal 10 MMSCFD for their planned future drilling program
while also reducing lease and opera on costs by over $800,000.00/yr.
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